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368 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralizationNo demoray an long survive whih does not aept as fundamental to itsvery existene the reognition of the rights of minoritiesFranklin D. Roosevelt (1882-1945)1 IntrodutionIn many ountries, the aommodation of ethni, linguisti and religious diversities isa major hallenge (Diamond and Plattner, 1994). Countries where ethni diversity in-uenes politis and ethni aommodation might be diÆult to ahieve an be seenas being of two types: \pluralisti" and \plural". In ountries of the �rst type, eth-ni di�erenes have been minimized in importane and politis are artiulated aroundother dimensions than the ethni one while, in ountries of the latter type, those dif-ferenes remain the most important fator in inuening politial deisions (Grofmanand Stokwell, 2000). Even if plural soieties have to fae higher risks of onits thanpluralisti soieties do, also the latter may be plagued by tensions. It is for this reasonthat, in reent years, many ountries that seemed to enjoy a relative ethni harmonyhave started adopting politial reorganizations to simultaneously take into aount thehanges in the ethni omposition of the population1 and the inreasing interest inethni issues, that used to be kept o� the politial agenda (as, for example, Quebe orCatalan nationalism respetively in Canada and Spain). In addition, the land laims ofnative people in \Settler" nations (suh as the USA or Australia) are gaining supportand an represent an additional soure of onit.The sope of this paper is to attempt to understand whih politial arrangementsmight failitate inter-ethni ohabitation. It is indeed extremely important to under-stand whih system ould be seen as the most eÆient in reduing raial tensions bothin the short and in the long run. The ore of the work will be the study of the ef-fet that eletoral systems have on raial tensions but also their interative e�ets withdeentralization.As far as �sal deentralization is onerned, it enters into the ethni onit re-dution strategy in a number of ways. In a ommunity haraterized by signi�antinter-group variations in preferenes, and where eonomies of sale are not important,deentralized provision of publi servies an enhane eÆieny (Oates, 1999). Inter-governmental ompetition and the mehanism of exerising hoie by itizen-voters helpto reveal preferenes for publi goods. This is partiularly true when the preferenesof some geographially determined soial groups are not fully onsidered at the entrallevel, and when publi spending is oriented towards the preferenes of a minoritarianelite. In the literature, the link between eletoral systems and the dissatisfation withpubli goods provision has been analyzed in detail. Sholars have shown in partiularthat the underestimation of loal preferenes is typial to the majoritarian eletoralrule. Indeed, in those systems, politiians try to gain the support of the pivotal votersinstead of trying to please a larger oalition of voters. As a result, their probability1Caused by inreased immigration mainly from former olonies.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 369of suess during eletions is maximized but the preferenes of the majority are notneessarily respeted. The obvious resulting dissatisfation an ause ethni tensions.As far as the regime type is onerned, we expet presidential systems, where the sepa-ration of powers2 assures the respet of minorities preferenes, to be less prone to raialtensions than parliamentary ones where the oalition reated to form the governmentmight systematially ignore preferenes of small groups.What we try to show here is �rst if indeed proportional representations andpresiden-tial regimes are assoiated to less tensions than majoritarian systems and parliamentaryregimes, seond if deentralizing in the two last types of systems an be seen as a steptowards ethni harmony and �nally, if deentralization in proportional representationsand presidential regimes ould be onsidered as ineÆient in terms of raial tensionredution.To attempt to answer these questions, the paper is strutured as follows: after this�rst introdutory setion, Setion 2 presents the motivation of the paper whereas Setion3 details our data. Setion 4 desribes the empirial methodology. Our empirial resultsare analyzed in Setion 5. Setion 6 summarizes and onludes.2 MotivationWhy would politial institutions inuene ethni tensions?The basi idea is that di�erent institutions shape eonomi poliies and tend to favorsome soial groups at the expense of some others. This ould learly ause tensions. Tosummarize why eonomi poliies are inuened by politial institutions, let us quotePersson and Tabellini (2000a, p. 3): \The basi idea is that poliy hoies entail onitsamong di�erent groups of voters, between voters and politiians (ageny problem), andamong politiians. The way these onits are resolved, and thus what �sal poliy weobserve, hinges on the politial institutions in plae".Whih onstitutional features play a role in inuening the poliy making?Persson and Tabellini (1999, 2000a,b), identify two main institutional haraterististhat tend to shape eonomi poliy. The �rst is the politial regime that an be de�nedas the way in whih the hief of the exeutive is eleted (and how he stays in oÆe).The seond is the eletoral rule whih an be de�ned as the way in whih votes aretranslated into seats. We will explain the basi intuition underlying this idea in greaterdetail further in the paper and refer to the following paragraph just in order to de�nemore preisely what we mean by politial regime and by eletoral rule.Several politial regimes exist formally, but, they an all be grossly lassi�ed eitheras presidential (PS) (when the hief of the exeutive is eleted for a �xed term diretlyby the people) or as parliamentary (PA) (when the hief of the exeutive is eleted insidea parliament and needs the support of the assembly to stay in oÆe). At �rst glane,2This means that there is an independene between the exeutive and the legislative. A typialexample of this are the United States where the relative powers of the President and of the Congressare learly separate. In addition both powers an hek and santion the behaviour of the other.
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370 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralizationthe di�erenes between the two regimes might seem narrow but their impliations areatually extremely important. As de�ned by Persson and Tabellini (1999), presidentialregimes are haraterized by two important features. Firstly, the deision power is splitamong di�erent politiians, who are separately and diretly aountable to the voters.Seondly, the maintenane of powers does not depend on a majority support in theassembly. Parliamentary regimes, on the ontrary, rely on two ompletely di�erent fea-tures. Firstly, proposal powers over legislation rest with the government and seondly,the survival of government depends on the support of a majority in the assembly. Con-sistent with this de�nition, in order to de�ne a ountry as being presidential, we followthe oding sheme adopted by Bek, Clarke, Keefer and Walsh (1999). The �rst stepof the proedure is the identi�ation of how the hief of the exeutive is eleted. Ifthe head of the exeutive is popularly eleted, the ountry will temporarily be de�nedas presidential but might be reoded as parliamentary if it does not ful�ll the otherrequirements belonging to the de�nition. It ould be that even if a ountry has a pop-ularly eleted president, in fat it is a parliamentary regime (or vie-versa). A seondhek, therefore, is to see, when there is a president, if he has to share its power with aneleted representative of the parliament in whih ase this ould mean that there is noreal separation of powers. If this is the ase, it is important to identify the legislativepower of the president. If the president an veto legislation that the parliament anoverride only with a super-majority or if he an appoint or dismiss abinet ministers ordissolve the assemblies whenever he wants, the system is haraterized as presidential,otherwise it is oded as parliamentary. It is for this reason that ountries like Frane orPortugal, despite having a popularly eleted president, are oded as parliamentary. Inpresidential systems, given that the hief of the exeutive is eleted for a �xed term, hedoesn't need the support of the assembly to stay in oÆe. As Diermeier and Feddersen(1998) point out, legislative ohesion will not apply. As we will see later, this ohesion isone of the features that tend to shape eonomi poliies di�erently between the regimes.In addition to the regime type, we also have to onsider the e�ets of the eletoralrule. A ontinuum of eletoral rules exists theoretially but, in pratie, those rulesan all be onsidered as being either proportional representations (-PR- when seats arealloated proportionally to the votes ast for a party), majority voting (-MA- when thewinner is the andidate that reeived the highest number of votes in the distrit) ormixed (-MIXED- when some of the members are eleted by PR and some by MA).Many other onstitutional features suh as the minimum threshold for representationor the average distrit magnitude might have an e�et on raial tensions as well. Inthis paper, given the limited amount of data available, we prefer not to go in detail toomuh and prefer to only onsider the broadest subdivision.What are the preditions on raial tensions?Let us start with the eletoral rule. In terms of theoretial preditions, we rely onMilesi-Ferretti, Perotti and Rostagno (2001). Extending the strategi delegation modelof Chari, Jones and Marimon (1997) and Besley and Coate (1999), Milesi-Ferretti et al.(2001) show how publi �nane is inuened by the eletoral system3. In partiular, with3Note that with a totally di�erent model, Persson and Tabellini (1999) get similar results.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 371soially homogeneous distrits, given that in majoritarian systems eah distrit eletsone representative, they show that the biggest soial group in a majority of distritswill have the majority in parliament. It will thus hoose its preferred expenditure.On the ontrary, in proportional representations, eah distrit elets more than onerepresentative. Several groups will be represented and expenditures will be more inline with the preferenes of a larger share of the population. Our intuition is thus thatin majoritarian systems, the unonsidered minorities will tend to protest and reatetensions whih would not happen in proportional representations sine they would berepresented in the parliament. Our vision is however not unanimously aepted. Indeed,even if some authors, like us, argue that proportional representations tend to have afavorable impat on peaeful arrangements between ethni groups inside a ountry(Lijphart (1977), Crawford and Lijphart (1995) or Young (1998) among other supportthis idea), some others remain somewhat skeptial about its eÆieny. For instane, deSilva (1998) believes that proportional representations an redue ethni tensions onlyif the politial system is based on peaeful ompetitive politis whih, for the author,is more the exeption than the rule. Ishiyama (2000) goes even further and thinks thatsystems that promote grouping (as proportional representation does) tend to inreasepolitial demands for independene, whereas systems where voters vote for individualsrather than for lists (as in the ase of majoritarian rules), there will be less extremepolitial demands. It is therefore interesting to �nd out whih e�ets dominates.If we onsider the regime type, we expet two features to play a role: for the �rstone that we all \expenditures targeting", we rely on Persson and Tabellini (2000b)for theoretial preditions. For the seond one, that we all \separation of powers",we rely on Shugart and Carey (1992). Persson and Tabellini (2000b), to explain howexpenditure deisions are shaped by eletoral systems, depart from the simple idea thatin parliamentary regimes, the governing oalition an stay in oÆe only as long as itstays united. This is what Diermeier and Feddersen (1998) all \legislative ohesion".Building on this idea, they show that spending in parliamentary regimes are orientedtowards programs preferred by a broad oalition of voters sine eah member of thegoverning oalition has to be pleased. In presidential systems, this ohesion does notexist. As a result, the alloation of spending targets powerful minorities instead ofa large oalition of voters and this ould ause ethni tensions. On the other side,it is well known that in presidential regimes, there is separation of powers. There is apresident that looks at the interest of the nation while assemblies exist to represent loalpreferenes. This implies that in presidential regimes, there is a onstant hek of theations of the hief of the exeutive by the parliament and vie versa. In addition, giventhat the government does not rely on a majority in parliament to remain in oÆe, therewill be no legislative ohesion. Shugart and Carey (1992), argue that in parliamentaryregimes, the assembly is extremely oerive (Diermeier and Feddersen, 1998), and thisharateristi renders the opposition votes meaningless. If a minority group is not inthe oalition, it will be totally ignored in the deision-making proess and this ouldgenerate tensions. In presidentialism, they say this does not happen beause the systempreserves the viability of the opposition, without endangering stability. The exeutivean soliit defetions on partiular votes. These features tend to redue majoritarianismand tend to onsider minority preferenes. An additional argument they put forward is
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372 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralizationthat even if in a parliamentary regime a minority party may be able to partiipate inthe abinet formation, (whih is not the ase in presidential regimes whih restrit thehoie of voters to two andidates) what an happen is that if the leaders of the majorparties have di�erent preferenes than those of the minor party, the latter an simplybe shut out of the disussions. This is not the ase in presidential regimes.Finally, Shugart and Carey (1992) go even further and aÆrm that \Given multipartyompetition for the assembly, a parliamentary system is good at allowing voters, withtheir range of partisan options, to know what they are asking for, but presidentialismmakes it learer what they are getting". This ould redue the majoritarian power ofthe main groups and be preferred by minorities. If we onsider all this in addition tothe fat that the president has the ability to at as a unifying national �gure, standingabove setarian disputes (if he enjoys a broad publi support), and an represent thenation to itself, beoming a symbol of moderation of the \middle ground" between rivalpolitial groupings (Harris and Reilly, 1998), we may expet presidentialism and ethniharmony to be positively related, nevertheless given that the two e�ets ited above(the \expenditure" and the \separation of powers" e�et) play in an opposite diretion,a test is neessary.Note that some sholars have shown that less demorati ountries have less raialtensions simply beause the head of the state has the strength to keep people together (afamous example is Tito in Yugoslavia). Given that it an be observed that presidentialregimes are mainly onentrated in less demorati ountries, it is important to ontrolfor this. Otherwise, we might apture the e�et of demoray and not of separation ofpowers.What are the stylized fats?To perform this empirial study we olleted many data on institutional, eonomiand raial variables and some important features emerged. We will desribe these datain detail later. By now, it is only important to know that the raial indiator variesbetween zero (no onit at all as for example in Finland, Denmark or Austria) andsix (almost ivil war as in Sri Lanka or the Demorati Republi of Congo). A simplestatistial analysis on these variables, allowed us to �nd that the positive e�et on theredution of tensions by proportional representations and mixed systems seems to beon�rmed. Indeed, those systems have an average index of raial tensions whih isstatistially lower than to the average level in majoritarian systems. The results an befound in Table 1, below.N System All Dem>5 Dem>7338 MA 2.63 2.32 2.32502 PR-MIXED 1.74 1.41 1.24(t� stat) (�8:20) (�5:79) (�6:82)587 PRES 2.50 1.54 1.47510 PARL 2.03 1.73 1.58(t� stat) (�5:03) (1:31) (0:72)Table 1: Average Raial Tensions and Systems.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 373From Table 14, we see that majoritarian systems have an average level of tensions of2.63 as opposed to 1.74 for mixed systems and proportional representations. In addition,when testing whether those means are signi�antly di�erent from one another, we �ndthat the t-statisti assoiated with suh a test is about -8.20, implying that the meansare statistially di�erent. If we attempt a similar exerise but by onstraining our analy-sis to suÆiently demorati ountries only (that is, ountries with a level of demorayhigher than 5 out of 10 following the de�nition of Jaggers and Gurr, 1995), the averagelevel of raial tensions in majoritarian systems appears to be equal to 2.32 against 1.41in non-majoritarian systems. The t-statisti assoiated with the test is -5.79, meaningthat we annot, again, rejet the null hypothesis that majoritarian systems have higherlevels of raial tensions. Those results remain similar if we only onsider highly demo-rati ountries5. Finally, when omparing presidential and parliamentary regimes, forthe broad sample ontaining all the ountries, the average level of raial tensions issigni�antly higher in presidential than in parliamentary system (an average level of2.50 against 2.03, t-test=-5.03). Note that when only onsidering demorati ountries,this di�erene seems to disappear (t-stat=1.31 and 0.72 respetively for suÆiently andhighly demorati ountries)6.To see the relation between raial tensions and deentralization, it is interesting tolook at Figure 1. In this �gure, we plotted in the x-axis the degree of deentralizationmeasured by the ratio of loal government expenditures on total government expen-ditures and in the y-axis the raial tension indiator desribed before. It seems thatthey are indeed negatively orrelated. The data represent the 10 year average7 of raialtensions and deentralization, between 1985 and 1994, in ountries having a level ofdemoray higher than 5 out of 10.The relationship between the two variables appears to be strongly negative (andwith a R2 of about 9%). Note however that this is an average over the sample time.If we had the data for following years, ountries like Belgium or Spain would probablylie muh more on the right hand side of the diagram. This is due to the fat thatafter the last year of our sample (1994), deentralization signi�antly inreased in theseountries. Before arguing that suh a relationship exists (additional ontrols would, forinstane, be needed), at �rst glane this result is interesting. This possible relationshiphas been suggested, among others, by sholars like Bose (1995) or Cohen (1997).Motivation of the paperThe motivation of this paper is that we believe that by deentralizing expenditures, itis possible to redue raial tensions, and this, espeially in systems where minorities areunder-represented. In addition, we want to understand to what extent deentralizationis eÆient. To give an idea of the results found in the literature that forged our ideas,we briey summarize all the predited e�ets and the existing unanswered questions4Note that N indiates the total number of observations. This test of omparison of means isperformed on the entire set of data. If we make a similar test on the ountry's average tension indiator,the results remain similar. It is important to notie that to rejet the null hyopthesis of equality ofmeans, the t-statisti alulated and presented in the last line should be higher of the ritial value ofthe t distribution, that, at a level of signi�ane of 5% is 1.96 (when the degrees of freedom are high).5That is, ountries with a level of demoray larger or equal to 8 out of 10.6This result is interesting given that it suggests that when demoray is low, sine there is nolear separation of powers between the exeutive and the legislative, presidentialism is not well suitedto redue ethni tensions. It is less e�etive than parliamentarism sine in the latter a respet ofpreferene of minorities is guaranteed through the representation of ethni parties in the parliament.One demoray and the separation of powers are reahed, the two regimes beome equivalent.7Note that for some ountries it is an average over the years where demoray was suÆiently high.
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374 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralization

Figure 1: Simple Regression Analisis of Raial Tension on Deentralization(N=42).around the link between eletoral systems and raial tensions. For the sake of larity,we will also present in this setion the hypotheses we will test in this paper.It is generally expeted that in proportional systems, the preferenes of minoritiesare relatively well respeted thanks to their voting power and their resulting repre-sentation in parliament. This means that they an bene�t from publi expendituressomewhat in line with their preferenes even without deentralization. This is not thease if the system is majoritarian. Here, expenditure deisions are taken without on-sidering the preferenes of minorities, a behavior whih ould ause raial tensions andethni onits. Lijphart (1992, 1994) argues that majoritarian politial institutions,and in partiular single member distrit eletions with plurality voting in ethniallydivided soieties, ould end up in a permanent ontrol over the politial proess bythe largest ethni group and permanent exlusion of minorities. For him, this systemshould therefore be avoided in the ase of an ethnially divided soiety. Some authorsdo not agree with this viewpoint and rather think that (e.g. de Silva , 1998) propor-tional representations an redue ethni tensions only if the politial system is based onpeaeful ompetitive politis. Others further think that (e.g. Ishiyama, 2000) systemsthat promote (ethni) grouping (as proportional representation does) tend to inreasepolitial demands for independene and as a result, raial tensions ould inrease. Wewill test whih e�ets dominates.Lijphart (1992, 1994) adds that having a President reates another potential soureof raial tensions. The eletion of the hief of the exeutive, by nature, reates aninevitable winner-takes-all onit that tends to exaerbate ethni tensions. In par-liamentary regimes, beause the government seeks the support of a broad oalition ofthe population, minorities will have the opportunity to express their preferenes. Ifthis idea is orret, we should �nd that deentralization in presidential regimes reduesethni tensions more than in parliamentary regimes. Lijphart (1992) suggests to adopta parliamentary regime type onstitutional design with some type of proportional rep-
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 375resentation (that he alls \onsoiationalism") to lower ethni tensions. Some authorsas Shugart and Carey (1992) do not agree with this vision and argue that tensions inpresidential regimes will be redued thanks to the oerive �gure of the president, therepresentativeness of parties in the parliament and, most of all, the separation of powersbetween the president and the parliament.Given that there is a debate in the literature about the e�etiveness of the di�erentsystems in reduing ethni tensions, we will test the following hypotheses:1. Are Majoritarian eletoral systems related to higher tensions than more propor-tional systems?2. Are Presidential regimes assoiated to higher tensions than parliamentary ones?3. Is deentralization eÆient in reduing ethni tensions and, if yes, is it as eÆientunder all eletoral rules and regimes?3 Data and Preliminary AnalysisIn order to test the di�erent hypotheses enumerated above, high quality data is needed.To ahieve this, we deided only to work with data that are reognized by eonomistsas being of good quality. This has the advantage of giving redible results but, unfortu-nately, suh data are laking for many ountries and years. The next setion desribesour data.3.1 Data SouresThe key variable in our analysis is the ethni tensions indiator. This indiator isdiretly available from the International Country Risk Guide (ICRG). The ICRG is apubliation ompiled by The Politial Risk Servies Group, a �rm that uses subjetivemeasures to gauge investment risks for its lients. It has been available sine 1980. Itprovides a measure of Ethni Tensions whih varies between zero and six, representingthe extent of tensions within a ountry whih are attributable to raial, nationality, orlanguage divisions. In the original indiator, higher values indiated less ethni tension.This is surveyed by the ICRG among loal experts who assign some risk points to apre-set group of fators. To ensure onsisteny, both between ountries and over time,points are heked by ICRG editors and rounded to the losest entire number. Forsimpliity, we reoded the variable the other way around.In order to get an idea of the degree of raial tensions in the real world as measuredby this index, we give some examples. For instane, the well publiized tensions thatexist between Flemish and Walloons in Belgium have been lassi�ed from a minimum oftwo to a maximum of four for some years. In Canada, the tensions are mainly betweenEnglish speaking Canadians and Frenh-speaking Canadians (in Quebe) and betweenthese two and native Canadians. The level of raial tensions for this ountry ranges (inour sample) from a minimum of one out of six to a maximum of three. In the USA,the tensions between whites, blaks, asians, hispanis and native amerians is odedbetween a minimum of zero to a maximum of one. In the more problemati SouthAfria, the ethni tension indiator ranges from four to six and in very alm CostaRia, it has always remained lose to zero.
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376 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralizationA seond entral variable in our work is the degree of �sal deentralization. Iden-tifying suh a measure is a diÆult task. Oates (1972) summarizes the problems of themeasures of �sal deentralization into three main points.First, di�erent levels of government should be weighted in di�erent ways. Indeed,some levels are muh loser to the entral level than others. Seond, it is neessary toidentify exatly the autonomy of deiding taxes and expenditures to be made by loalauthorities. Third, the role of intergovernmental grants should be onsidered.It is lear that applying a weighting sheme to di�erent levels of governments isan impossible task. As is the identi�ation of the number of relevant jurisditions.We therefore follow the deentralization literature (Pryor (1968), Oates (1985) andPanizza(1999)) and take as a deentralization indiator the share of sub-national ex-penditures as a perentage of total expenditures. The data are available from the IMFGovernment Finanial Statistis. This variable is unfortunately not available for allyears and all ountries.As far as politial data are onerned, we use the reently ompiled \Database ofPolitial Institutions (DPI)" (Bek et al. (1999)). This dataset ontains 113 politialvariables for 177 ountries from 1975 to 1995. For evident reasons of availability ofdata, we selet the data from 1980 onwards.The maroeonomi data ome from the \Global Development Finane and WorldDevelopment Indiators". Population variables are alulated on the basis of the UNpopulation yearbooks. The hronologial index of demoray, needed for the sampleseletions, are taken from the Polity III database8.Preliminary Data AnalysisThis paper uses a dataset inluding 2340 observations over 156 ountries between1980 and 1995. However, some data are missing for some years in some ountries. Theraial tensions indiator is available for 119 ountries and the deentralization one for57 ountries only. Given the imperfet overlapping of the two measures, we are leftto work with approximately 45 ountries and less than 10 years. The sample beomeseven smaller when we do a sample seletion and only onsider suÆiently demoratiountries.Table 2 reports summary statistis: the mean and the standard deviations of ourkey variables. It an be seen that raial tensions have a higher mean in majoritariansystems and in presidential regimes as ompared to proportional representations9 orparliamentary regimes. Moreover, there does not seem to be a signi�ant di�erene inthe degree of entralization of expenditures between politial institutions. As statedpreviously, we notie that for half of the ountries, no data on deentralization areavailable at all. Nevertheless, the missing data is equally distributed among the systems.We should only analyze ountries haraterized by demorati institutions. To assessa ountry's demorati status, we rely on the well-known Polity III demoray indiatorsompiled by Jaggers and Gurr (1995). This index is available for the entire sampleperiod and is oded between 0 and 10 with zero meaning no demoray at all and 10full demoray. We onsider two di�erent samples. The �rst one, whih we refer toas \broad", inludes all ountries and all periods for whih the index of demorayis higher than 5 (out of 10). The seond, whih we refer to as the \narrow" sample,8The index is bounded between 0 (no demoray at all) and 10 (total demoray).9And Mixed systems.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 377Variable Mean Std. Dev. N n T-barAll raial 2.27 1.58 1127 119 9.47de 20.86 15.46 712 74 9.62PR raial 1.72 1.85 279 31 9.00de 23.02 15.99 227 26 8.73MIXED raial 1.75 1.51 223 32 6.97de 23.14 14.61 133 20 6.65MA raial 2.40 1.33 216 36 6.00de 30.28 16.80 104 16 6.5PARL raial 2.03 1.65 510 62 8.23de 24.52 16.37 370 39 9.49PRES raial 2.50 1.49 587 69 8.51de 17.19 13.84 303 42 7.21Table 2: Raial Tensions Desriptive Statistis.inludes all ountries and periods for whih the index of demoray is higher than 8(out of 10). The �rst sample allows an analysis over 76 ountries and the seond over 45ountries. Given that some data on deentralization are not available, some ountrieswill not be onsidered.The third important issue is to understand what perentage of the variane of thedependent variable an be attributed to within ountries and between ountries varia-tions. To �nd out, we implement an ANOVA analysis on the raw data. Table 3 reportsthe results. Controlling for the fat that the sample is unbalaned, it an be seen thatfor the entire dataset, about 86% of variations in raial tensions an be explained bybetween ountries variations while only 1.67% an be explained by within ountryvariations. Data set (Nob) Soure Partial SS df F % of TotalAll Model 2468.80 127 57.57(1127) id 2416.71 118 60.65 86.28year 46.83 9 15.41 1.67Residual 337.34 999Total 2806.14 1126Table 3: Variations due to Within and Between Country Di�erenes.Given the results, we argue that the use of an estimator that onsiders both thewithin and the between variations is required. In the next setion we will explain ourmethodology.
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378 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralization4 MethodologyThe regressions we want to estimate are as follows:Raialit| {z }yit = �01Zi + �2Deit + �03Zit �Deit + 0Mit| {z }�0xit + ui + �it| {z }"it (1)where i indiates the ountry and t the year. Raialit is the raial tension variable,Zi is the matrix of of systems �xed e�ets, Deit is the deentralization variable andMit is the matrix ontaining the ontrol variables. �1, �3 and  are the vetors ofoeÆients respetively assoiated with the eletoral system dummies, the degree ofdeentralization in the di�erent systems and with the ontrol variables. �2 is the oef-�ient assoiated with �sal deentralization. Note that eletoral systems are identi�edby dummy variables. This means that one system has to be onsidered as the benh-mark. For the eletoral rule, the benhmark will be the majoritarian system while forthe regime type the benhmark will be the parliamentary system.Three di�erent methodologies are used. First we use the pooled ordinary leastsquares approah with one single onstant. In this ase we onsider the \raial" variableas ontinuous. Seond, we again onsider the raial tension indiator as linear but wemake an error omponent assumption with regional �xed e�ets (onsidering groupwiseheteroskedastiity). Finally, we onsider the error-omponent spei�ation with regional�xed e�ets but where the raial tensions indiator is not onsidered as linear. We usea speial ase of the tobit estimation. In partiular, even if the raial variable an takeonly integer values from 0 to 6, it an be seen, when looking at the way in whih theindex is onstruted, that this is just an approximation and that the only informationavailable is that the true value of the raial tensions indiator lies between an upperand a lower bound. To ontrol for this, we onsider the Interval Regression tehnique.More preisely, onsider the following example. If a ountry reeives a sore of raialtensions of 5 for a given year, this means that the true value lies between 4.5 and 5.5.If it is given a zero, it means that the true value is between 0 and 0.5 and if it gets 6,it means that the true value is higher than 5.5. It appears that our sample is interval-ensored and as a result, the estimation tehnique should be a speial ase of the tobitestimation. Given that the methodology is not very frequently used, we briey outlineit here.The three spei�ations we onsider are the following:1. Pooled Linear Regression:In the general spei�ation (1), the hypothesis on the error-term is:"it � N(0; �2" ) & ui = uj = u 8 i 6= j (2)whih we all the pooled hypothesis.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 3792. Regional Fixed-E�ets, Error Component Linear Regression model:In the general spei�ation (1), the hypothesis on the error-term is:ui � N(0; �2u); vit � N(0; �2v); "it � N(0; �2u + �2v) (3)In this ase we onsider the groupwise heteroskedastiity orretion (that we allE.C. groupwise Het). In this ase ov("it; "js) = 0 for i 6= j or t 6= s and ov("it; "it) =V ar("it) = �2i and the FGLSDV10 is a good estimator)3. Regional Fixed-E�ets, Error Component Non-Linear (Interval-Censored) Regres-sionIf the true value of the raial indiator is lower than 0.5, our indiator will be givena zero value. If the true value lies between 0.5 and 1.5, our indiator will be oded asequal to one, and so on. In other words11,yit = 0 if y�it � 0:5 (4)= 1 if 0:5 < y�it � 1:5= 2 if 1:5 < y�it � 2:5...= 6 if y�it > 5:5and in the general spei�ation (1), the hypothesis on the error-term is that:"it � N(0; �2u + �2v) (5)The two �rst methods are standard so we will not spend too muh time on explain-ing them. By ontrast, the third is less ommonly used beause of its omputationalheaviness, so further details are neessary.Keeping the same notation as before, the strutural interval regression model for apossibly unbalaned panel of data should be12:y�it = �0xit + "it; i = 1; :::; n; t = 1; :::; T (6)10Feasible Generalized Least Squares Dummy Variable.11Note that y�it is the true unobservable value of the dependent variable.12The link to our general spei�ation is trivial.
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380 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralizationIf "it is onsidered as standard normal the panel nature of the data is irrelevant.Therefore13: Prob(yit = 0) = �(0:5� �0xit) (7)Prob(yit = 1) = �(1:5� �0xit)� �(0:5� �0xit)Prob(yit = 2) = �(2:5� �0xit)� �(1:5� �0xit)...Prob(yit = 6) = 1� �(5:5� �0xit)If we make an error omponent assumption, and assume that:"it = ui + �it (8)we make the usual assumption that ui and �it are i.i.d. normally distributed, inde-pendent of xi1:::xiT , with zero means and varianes �2u and �2v .Using f as a generi notation for density or probability mass funtion, the likelihoodfuntion an be written as:f(yi1:::yiT jxi1:::xiT ; �) = Z 1�1 f(yi1:::yiT jxi1:::xiT ; ui; �)f(ui)dui (9)= Z 1�1 TYt=1 f(yitjxit); ui; �)f(ui)duiFor the random e�et interval regression model, the expressions in the likelihoodfuntion are given by:f(yitjxit; ui; �) = 8>>>><>>>>: �( 0:5��0xit�ui�� ) if yit = 0�( 1:5��0xit�ui�� )� �( 0:5��0xit�ui�� ) if yit = 1...1� �( 5:5��0xit�ui�� ) if yit = 6 (10)The density of ui is: f(ui) = 1p2��2u e� u2i�2u (11)The joint probability is then:Li = f(yi1:::yiT jxi1:::xiT ; �) = Z 1�1 e� u2i�2up2��2u " TYt=1 f(yitjxit; ui; �)# dui (12)13(where �(:) is a ommonly used notation for the umulative density funtion of the standard normaldistribution).
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 381The integral in (12) must be omputed numerially through the algorithm desribedin Butler and MoÆtt (1982). Basially, the idea is that the funtion is of the form:Z 1�1 e�x2f(x)dx (13)whih is amenable to Gauss-Hermite quadrature for omputation. The resultingoeÆients are the random e�et Interval Regression estimators.It an be argued that deentralization is endogeneous. To orret for this issue, weimplement a 2sls methodology where the size of the ountry (measured as the totalarea in squared kilometers) and the total population, as proposed by Panizza (1999),are used as instruments. We have hosen these instruments beause it is well aeptedin the literature that deentralization is orrelated with the size of the ountries, andboth variables indeed reet the size of the ountry. We do not orret for the possibleendogeneity of the eletoral system beause it does not hange over time in our sample,and an hene be onsidered as pre-determined. The eonometri estimation shouldtherefore be unbiased.5 Empirial ResultsWe start by presenting the results obtained with the eletoral rule, then with deentral-ization. As stated in the �rst setion, the between ountries variation is muh strongerthan the within ountry variation. Two regression tehniques are therefore plausible.The �rst is the between group estimation that onstrains the sample size. We do not usethis tehnique beause of the number of degrees of freedom onstraint. The seond isthe use of an Error Component spei�ation with regional �xed e�ets. This approahis appropriate if individual e�ets are unorrelated with the other regressors. It is pos-sible to test for this with a Hausman spei�ation test. Before running the estimations,we will apply this test and hek whether the tehnique is appropriate. We will showthat this is the ase. Regional �xed e�ets are ontrolled for through dummy variablesidentifying whether the region is Eastern Asia and Pai�, Eastern Europe and entralAsia, Middle East and North Afria, Southern Asia, Western Europe and NorthernAmeria, Sub Sahara Afria or Latin Ameria. In addition to regional �xed e�ets, wealso ontrol for the legal origin, if the ountry is an exporter of non-oil primary goods,the degree of ethno-linguisti frationalization and for per-apita GDP.Table 4 reports the results of the Hausman test assoiated with the appropriatenessof the error-omponent spei�ation. For all the samples, the test statistis are lowerthan the ritial value of the �215 and �214 statistis at a level of 5% (that is, 23.68 and25.00 respetively). The hypothesis that the individual e�ets are unorrelated withthe other regressors in the model annot be rejeted.Broad Narrow�2 1.21 7.98Table 4: Test for Regional Fixed E�ets.
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382 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralization5.1 Regression ResultsTable 5 reports the results of the regression of raial tensions on the deentralizationvariable, the eletoral rule variables and the ontrol variables. We �rst onsider somelinear approximations of the two samples and then the Interval Regression estimation.Regional and time dummies are inluded but omitted from the table.Dependent: Raial Tensions IndiatorPooled E.C. groupwise Het. INTREGBroad Narrow Broad Narrow Broad NarrowMixed �0:17(0:40) �0:56(1:24) 0:11(0:30) �0:19(0:45) 0:16(0:53) 0:21(0:53)Pr � 0:21(0:58) �1:11(2:49) b 0:36(1:08) �0:61(1:56) �0:11(0:40) �0:94(2:49) bPres �0:10(0:32) �0:58(1:60) 0:14(0:59) �0:62(1:97) b �1:13(4:90) a �2:20(7:90) aEthni frat. 0:04(14:68)a 0:04(13:44)a 0:04(19:41)a 0:04(12:98)a 0:04(20:22)a 0:04(19:49)aGDP �0:00(714) a �0:00(6:54) a �0:00(10:55)a �0:00(9:45) a �0:00(11:14)a �0:00(11:40)adeent �0:04(3:87) a �0:05(4:98) a �0:02(1:96)  �0:04(3:31) a �0:04(5:73) a �0:03(4:01) bdeent.*Mixed 0:03(2:78)a 0:04(3:14)a 0:02(2:12)a 0:03(2:05)b �0:01(1:00) �0:03(2:80) adeent.*Pr 0:03(2:81)a 0:05(4:08)a 0:01(1:23) 0:03(2:78)a 0:02(2:13)b 0:03(2:88)adeent.*Pres 0:00(0:57) 0:01(1:09) �0:00(0:33) 0:01(2:05)b 0:02(5:14)a 0:03(4:99)aObservations 239 210 239 210 239 210Number of id 37 34 37 34 37 34R2 0.85 0.83 0.82 0.80 (0.35) (0.39)Absolute value of t statistis in parentheses, M-Fadden Pseudo R2 in parenthesis;b ;a denotes signi�ane at 10%, 5% and 1% levelsTable 5: Raial Tensions and the Eletoral Rule.The main results are as follows. First, and as expeted, Ethno-Linguisti fra-tionalization is positively orrelated with raial tensions in all regressions. A seondinteresting �nding is that in the narrow sample, proportional representations are asso-iated with lower levels of tensions than majoritarian systems. This ould be taken assome evidene that minorities are less well represented in majoritarian systems whenthe ountry is suÆiently demorati. A third result is that in majority systems, de-entralization redues ethni tensions. This ould be explained by the fat that whenminorities have the opportunity to deide on what to target spending, they will be lessdissatis�ed. This e�et is muh smaller in proportional systems sine minorities havealready had the opportunity to express their preferenes through their representationin parliament. This result holds both for the linear approximation estimation and forthe interval regression and in all the samples onsidered. Nevertheless, it an be arguedthat deentralization is not exogenous with respet to raial tensions and estimationsould be biased. To orret for this, in the next setion, we apply a two-stage estimationtehnique.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 3835.2 Endogeneity CorretionTo onsider the possibility of an endogeneity problem, we apply a two-stages estimation.The instruments hosen are the log of total population (in thousands) and the log ofthe size of the ountry (in squared kilometers). The hoie of these instruments isnot random. Panizza (1999) shows that there is a signi�ant relationship between thesize of the ountry (whih an be measured either by the area in squared kilometersor by the total population) and deentralization. In addition he shows that by takingthe logarithm of these variables, the �t of the regression improves given the non-linearrelationship between the size of the ountry and deentralization.Dependent: Raial Tensions IndiatorPooled E.C. groupwise Het. INTREGBroad Narrow Broad Narrow Broad NarrowMixed �2:14(2:71) a �1:83(2:11) b �2:99a(4:27) �2:43(2:74) a �1:94(2:24) b �1:74(2:07) bPr �1:70(2:34) b �3:05(3:74) a �1:98(2:97) a �3:44(4:62) a �2:14(2:54) b �3:69(4:40) aPres �0:04(0:092) �0:80(1:71)  0:32(0:60) �0:16(0:36) �0:37(0:66) �1:13(2:03) beth. fra 0:04(15:17)a 0:04(14:07)a 0:04(14:10)a 0:04(12:67)a 0:05(20:88)a 0:05(22:28)aGDP 0:00(0:33) 0:00(1:35) 0:00(1:30) 0:00(1:29) �0:00(2:94) a �0:00(2:46) bde �0:14(6:20) a �0:17(7:97) a �0:14(6:50) a �0:16(7:39) a �0:10(4:74) a �0:14(7:18) ademixed 0:11(4:915)a 0:10(3:867)a 0:14(6:52)a 0:11(4:39)a 0:09(3:96)a 0:09(3:65)adepr 0:06(2:85)a 0:10(4:37)a 0:06(3:16)a 0:10(4:86)a 0:09(3:95)a 0:12(5:54)adepres 0:01(1:19) 0:03(2:74)a 0:01(0:47) 0:01(1:55) 0:02(1:34) 0:03(2:58)aObservations 179 159 179 159 179 154Number of id 31 24 31 28 31 24R2 0.85 0.90 0.84 0.83 (0.41) (0.44)Absolute value of t statistis in parentheses, M-Fadden Pseudo R2 in parenthesis;b ;a denotes signi�ane at 10%, 5% and 1% levelsTable 6: Raial Tensions and Eletoral Rule Correting for Endogeneity.Controlling for the possible endogeneity of our variable, it appears that the resultsstill hold and beome even more interesting. The fat that deentralization helps toredue raial tensions in majoritarian systems is on�rmed. In mixed systems and inproportional representations, this e�et, though not absent, is muh less important.In presidential regimes, the e�et of deentralization seems to be less important inthe ethni onit redution strategy than in parliamentary regimes. However, thisresult depends strongly on the methodology used. It an also be seen that the OLSestimator was biased upwards and now proportional representations and mixed systemsare assoiated, as predited, with a negative and signi�ative oeÆient. This seemsto support the idea that proportional representations tend to redue ethni tensions.Presidentialism also seems to be negatively orrelated with raial tensions (but thisresult does not hold for the linear approximation with groupwise heteroskedastiity).As far as the size of the e�et is onerned, we see that, all things being equal, withproportional representation with no deentralization and a majoritarian system with alevel of deentralization of 30%, the e�et on the politial features on raial tensions
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384 � Vinenzo Verardi: Eletoral systems, raial tensions and deentralizationshould be similar. To give a pratial example, we ould say that if Canada and Norwaywere omparable (for example with the same ethni omposition), then they would alsohave a similar level of raial tensions. Indeed Canada is majoritarian and deentralized(at a level of 60%) while Norway is proportional and deentralized (at 33%). Thisresult an easily be obtained with the oeÆients assoiated with deentralization inboth systems and the system dummy14.6 ConlusionIn the ethni onit redution strategy literature, no onsensus has been reahed aboutwhih eletoral system is the most e�etive in reduing raial tensions. Several on-vining arguments have been proposed for one system or the other. In this paper werely on the \Politial Eonomis" literature to identify the probable outomes of eahsystem. The predited outomes are as follows:1. In Proportional Representations there should be less raial tensions than respe-tively in majoritarian systems and under presidentialism, sine minorities arebetter represented in parliament.2. In Presidential regimes there should be less raial tensions than in Parliamentaryregimes if the separation of powers e�et dominates the government expenditurestargeting e�et.3. Deentralization of expenditures should redue ethni tensions more in Majori-tarian systems and Parliamentary regimes than respetively under ProportionalRepresentations or under Presidentialism beause of the departing level desribedin point 1 and 2 here above.We tested for the hypotheses using the best available data and the tehniques webelieve to be the most appropriate. Our results are interesting. Majoritarian systemsseem to be robustly positively related to ethni tensions while Proportional Represen-tations seem partiularly appropriate for reduing suh tensions. As far as deentral-ization is onerned, it seems to be partiularly eÆient in majoritarian systems, butless in proportional representations. This is probably due to the fat that even withoutdeentralization, raial tensions are low in proportional demoraies. Regarding presi-dentialism, we �nd a robust evidene on its diret e�et on raial tensions. We also �ndthat deentralization is more eÆient under parliamentarism than under presidentialismfor reduing raial tensions.With this paper we do not have the wish to dedue any strong poliy impliations.It might be a good starting point for better understanding whih system is most suitedfor ethnially divided soieties. It ould also be onsidered as an additional argument infavor of deentralization in majoritarian systems given that this politial arrangementis muh easier to ahieve than a onstitutional modi�ation of the eletoral rule.What we hope we have also done, is to show that, even if it is well known thatinreasing demoray tends to inrease demands for self-determination (Alesina, Perotti14Note that we have onsidered the linear approximation for the sake of simpliity. To be morepreise it might have been better to use marginal e�ets whih is muh more ompliated and bringssimilar results in our ase.
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Ata Nova; Vol. 2, NÆ3, diiembre 2003 Art��ulos Cient���os � 385and Spolaore, 1996 or Panizza, 1999), eletoral systems are an extremely good weaponto ahieve a onsensual \pluralisti" demorati soiety and not a onitual \plural"one.Our results ould also mean that majoritarian systems are more prone to separatismthan proportional representations beause of the higher raial tensions. By deentral-izing in majoritarian systems, this eventuality should beome less likely. It ould alsomean that presidential systems are less prone to separatism than parliamentary ones.Referenes[1℄ Alesina, A., Perotti, R. and Spolaore, E. (1996). \Together or Separately? As-sessing the Cost and Bene�ts of Politial and Fisal Unions". European EonomiReview, 39, pp. 751-758.[2℄ Bek, T. Clark, G. Gro�, A. Keefer, P. and Walsh, P. (1999). \New Tools and NewTests in Comparative Politial Eonomy: The Database of Politial Institutions",mimeo, The World Bank.[3℄ Besley, T and Coate, S. (1999). \Centralized versus Deentralized Provision ofLoal Publi Goods: A Politial Eonomy Analysis," NBER Working Papers 7084.[4℄ Bose, S. (1995). \State Crisis and Nationalities Conit in Sri Lanka and Yu-goslavia", Comparative Politial Studies, 28,1, pp.87-116.[5℄ Buttler, J. and MoÆtt, R. (1982). \A Computationnally EÆient Quadrature Pro-edure for the One Fator Multinomial Probit Model", Eonometria, 50, pp.761-764.[6℄ Chari, V., Jones, L. and Marimon, R. (1997), \On the Eonomis of Split-TiketVoting in Representative Demoraies". Amerian Eonomi Review 87, pp.957-976.[7℄ Cohen, S. (1997). \Proportional Versus Majoritarian Ethni Conit Managementin Demoraies".Comparative Politial Studies, 30,5, pp.607-630.[8℄ Crawford, B and Lijphart, A. (1995). \Explaining Politial and Eonomi Changein Post-Communist Eastern Europe: Old Legaies, New Institutions, HegemoniNorms, and International Pressures", Comparative Politial Studies, 28,2, pp.171-199[9℄ de Silva, M. (1998). Eletoral Systems, In: Young(Ed.), 1998, pp.72-109.[10℄ Diamond, L. and Plattner, F. (1994). \Nationalism, Ethni Conit, and Demo-ray", Baltimore:John Hopkins University Press.[11℄ Diermeier D. and Feddersen, T. (1998). \Cohesion in Legislatures and Vote ofCon�dene Proedure". Amerian Politial Siene Review 92, pp. 611-621.[12℄ Grofman B. and and R. Stokwell (2000).\Institutional Design in Plural Soieties:Mitigating Ethni Conit and Fostering State Demoray", mimeo, Shool ofSoial Sienes, University of California, Irvine.
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